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sharemag
is meant to be shared

take a minute and share the magazine with your pals

…… We’ll be right here after you’re done sharing

Palesa
Choma, check out page 35 of ShareMag…. Yoh 

this applies to you. Love you lots

kelebogile
Thanks for sharing my friend, will have a read 

shortly. Mwah, see you later.

Palesa ShareMag
7th Release

LOVE IT? SHARE IT

Stop and Share
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Our 7th release talks more about our rights as human beings. we tend to 

mislead ourselves and use them only when it suits us. we have rights in our 

work places, we have rights at our homes as much as we have rights at 

school depending if you use them equally and truthfully. this release dwells 

more on those rights and how you can use them effectively.  

Sometimes we women we are emotionally compressed by how we were 

raised and we end up believing we only have rights to be loved and taken 

good care off, we bully men into thinking we are only the one’s that deserve 

to be pampered, given safety and security however that is not the case 

because men also have the right to be loved, pampered, treated with 

respect and assured safety. 

we all have an equal right to be treated fairly at our work places, just 

because you are a woman in a men’s world does not guaranty men power 

than you as a woman. we need each other to prosper. we all have rights to 

be free regardless of race, sex, nationality, language, religion or if I chose to 

fall under lGBtIQ.  

“Owning my rights” talks to everyone about how they have been silenced 

because of who they are and where they come from. we say as a woman 

you have a right to speak your mind in a boardroom full of men. to all the 

guys who are victims of being abused and they keep quiet because they 

fear being laughed at; you have a right to speak up, listened at and 

supported. 

to all the gays and lesbians out there you have a right to be free to come 

out when and how you wish to do so without fear of being judged or 

violated. we own our rights, we can be who we wish to be at the time of our 

choice no one must tell you otherwise because you own your own rights. 

editors note
owning your rights

NOLUTHANDO NONDALANA - CHIEF EDITOR

@share_mag
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HOW TO GET THE MOST FROM 

SHAREMAG
Share Magazine is an online mag primary distributed 

through WhatsApp as a PDF document, this offers 
advantages and they are as follow.

Share Magazine employs various 
technologies to bring you a rich 
experience. One of them is tap-
able/click-able links that will direct 
you to a website for more information.hYperLinKs 

naviGation
If you are interested in a particular 
story, you can tap on the link and you 
will be navigated to the page with the 
story. This is particularly useful in the 
“Table of Contents” area where you 
might want to quickly jump to certain 
pages.

reFerenCes Share Magazine combines different 
mediums for content delivery, from 
audio podcast, video and more. All you 
have to do is tap the download button 
and you will instantly download 
content for your viewing pleasure.

ADVERTISE 
TOWITH US

WITH LINKS
PAGE CONTAINS LINKS

Getting the most out of ShareMag
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CeLebritY

bonGanG to LaUnCh hoUse oF 
bnG
Moghel is once again securing the bag with the new venture of 
sparking wines range that will be dropping 18 March described as 
'Methode Cap Classique - perfect on it's own or with any celebration'. 
Bonanng has been quoted as saying that this project as years in the 
making and well worth the wait. Well, we shall find out on the 18th 
and can the ShareMag readers tell us what sparkly wine the are 
enjoying in the next edition.  

r KeLLY Update
The 'disgraced' artist finally spoke out after the docu series Surviving 
R kelly aired and all the sexual abuse misconduct he's been charged 
with. He sat down for an interview with Gayle King for the CBS This 
Morning TV Show last week in which he ranted camera, paced the 
room and grew increasingly heated as he mainted his innocence in 
tears for the sexual abuse charges he's facing, The 52 year old singer 
felt it was important to finally have his say and why he granted the 
interview. Many people wondered if his behaviour displayed does him 
any good following the interview, but time will tell. If found guilty of 
the on all the 10 counts of aggravated criminal sexual abuse charges, 
he could face up to 70 years in prison. It's a still a developing story, 
so we will be watching and monitoring the developments on it

H
O

T CUttinG edGe, sabC 1’s investigative show aired an episode 
Tuesday, 12 March which seeked to expose tricks used to con churchgoers. Following  
Pastor Alph Lukau 'resurrection miracle' of a man by the name of Elliot Moyo who was 
'resurrected' inside a coffin by the coined 'false prophet', the show wanted to look at 
what drives people to these churches. The show uncovered that the congregants are 
bribed to stage and fake illnesses which sparked massive outrage on social media. 
Even other psstors slammed Lukau claims and called him to be charged. Till when will 
the vulnerable, gullible and desperate be preyed on in the name of 'religion'. 

Celebrity Scoop

by: lerato mbatha

https://twitter.com/ntokazeeLee
https://www.instagram.com/leentokazee/


own your look

red and black together 

with matching handbag 

and shoes 

high heal sandals – these 

go along with any outfit of 

your choice, can either be 

a dress of short skirt 

Denim shorts can be put together with a white vest or 

top 

red Sandals can be worn with a black 

dress or shorts

Sunglasses to spice things up

summer - autumn look

Women’s Fashion

Bowknot Sun hat – make 

sure you maintain your 

look by adding this babe 

to the collection 



Mens 
dUnGaree deniM 
Always make sure you 
maintain your swag with 
dungaree denim shorts

FasHION

sLinG baG
Complete your look by adding 
the one sided sling bag 

strap sandaLs
Put some elegant flavor and be casual 

at the same time with men’s sandals  

aCCessories
for the best look make sure you put 
a little bit of accessory 

Men’s Fashion

sUn GLasses
Always make sure you are prepared and bring 
your sunglasses everywhere you go.



  

 
 

egg whites  
steP 1 - mix the egg white with honey and apply on your face 
steP 2 - rub it on your face for 10 minutes and leave it to dry 
steP 3 - wash with warm water 
 

daiLY 

how to remove 
blackheads

lemon juice  

steP 1  - mix few drops of honey with half of a lemon and little bit of sugar  
steP 2 - rub it in your face, especially on the areas that have the blackheads  
steP 3 - keep it for 30minutes and rinse it off. 

 

honey 

steP 1- take pure honey and apply it on your face  
steP 2- use this as a simple scrub  
steP 3- after 15 minutes rinse your face with 

lukewarm water

nOte: repeat thIS twIce a weeK 

Daily Beauty Tips - Removing Black Heads



 

2 mugs of floor 
1 mug old fashioned oats 
¼ mug of white sugar 
½ mug of brown sugar 
2 spoons of baking powder 
1 spoon of baking soda
½ spoons of sault  
 

direCtions
• put your oven to 190 degrees
• mix floor, outs, white sugar, brown sugar, baking powder, backing soda and 

salt. mix them till the ingredients are all combined 
• In another large bowl, mix eggs, milk, oil, vanilla, and the mashed bananas. 

also mix them till they are combined  
• put the flour mixture to the banana mixture, mix till they are combined 
• Spray your pan with cooking spray or oil 
• add spoon of the sweetened palm oil spread on top of each muffin using a 

knife to butter  
• put your oven at 190 degrees to 17-20 minutes 

inGredients  

nUteLLa banana
oat MUFFins
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1 egg 
½ mug of milk 
1/4 mug of vegetable oil 
1 spoon of vanilla extract 
2 mashed bananas 
Sweetened palm oil spread   

Food - Nutella Banana Oat Muffins



symPtoms  
• a hard, possible painful lump in the internal or external of the anus and 

may sometimes contains blood 
• even after releasing a stool a person with piles may feel like they still 

need to release  
• Bright red blood is visible after releasing a stool 
• you will notice around the anus it is itchy, sore and drops of blood 
• you will experience massive pain when you must release a stool 

theY are CLassiFied as FoUr Grades 
Grade 1- they are not visible; they are small and usually are inside the lining 
of the anus  
Grade 2- they are smaller but larger than grade 1, they remain inside the anus  
Grade 3- they appear outside the anus, you can even feel them hanging from 
the rectum and they can be pushed back inside 
Grade 4- these need to be treated as soon as possible.
 

causes  
• Increased pressure in the lower rectum 
• chronic constipation  
• chronic diarrhea 
• lifting heavy weights 
• pregnancy  

piles are collection of inflamed tissue in the 
anal canal. they contain blood vessels, support 
tissue, muscle and elastic fibers. they come in 
different sizes and they may be on the internal 

or external of the anal. 

Piles 

nOte: vISIt yOur DOctOr Or pharmacISt If yOu nOtIce theSe SymptOmS 

health matters

Health Matters - Piles



 rIGhtS Day
human

21
march

the 21st of march is known as a day we celebrate humans rights Day in honour 

of those all those who fought for our rights during apartheid.  On this devastating 

day in 1960 known as the Sharpeville massacre the community of Sharpeville and 

langa townships, embarked on a journey to protest against pass laws as well as 

for freedom as we know it today. the apartheid police killed 69 of the protesters 

which led to the uncovering of the then apartheid government’s violation of 

human rights against people of colour.  

equality – everyone has a right to be equal before the law as well as have the 

right to equal protection and benefit of the law. 

human dignity- everyone has a right to inherent dignity and to have their 

dignity respected and protected.  

freedom of movement and residence- everyone has a right to reside 

anywhere in the country.

language and culture- everyone has a right to use their language of 

choice as well as the right to participate in a culture of their choice.

life- everyone has a right to life.

today we celebrate rights that include: 

Human Rights Day



Personal Privacy- everyone has a right for their personal privacy not to be 

violated by anyone.

freedom of exPression- everyone has a right to their own opinion without 

interference. this includes the freedom to receive or impart information as well as 

freedom of artistic creativity.  

Political rights- everyone has a right to vote for a party of their choice.

let’s have a moment of silence
in rememberance of all who lost their lives



my name is Kwandisiwe, residing around Johannesburg. I started off as being 
a background artist on the well-known productions. we are being undermined 

and called extras where as they can just use the name background artists. 
Some of us are less privileged because we do not afford to attend drama 
schools or trainings, so we use that time to learn from the professionals. 

 
we are illtreated and told we cannot act; they talk to us like they are talking 

to dogs. you are told the call time is 6am and you need to be at the location at 
5:30 so they do not care whether you can be robbed or violated, but you take 

the risks and you go because you want to learn, and you need the money. 

then comes lunch time, you guys will be told to wait for the cast and crew to 
finish up, you guys will be given what is left from that. In some productions 

the cast may be served something else and background artists will be served 
aside something different from what they are served.  

how they treat us is not fair because without background artists there will be 
no show at all, we need to be treated with respect and equally with the cast 

and the crew.

equal rights to success

Bloom of the Month



tinah’s career in the performing arts world started on 1987 when she joined 
the performing arts council of free state (pacOfS).  In 1990 she toured to 
england with her community-based Drama and Dance group IQhawe. On her 
return she went to study drama at funda centre where she was rated the best 
student and obtained her Diploma in Dramatic arts.  She studied further and 
obtained a teacher’s Dance and Drama- in-education Diploma with moving 
into Dance (mID).   

achievements/skills  
a six (6) times rape survivor. through her company- mOhOpe prODuctIOnS 
this woman has single-handedly took upon herself to help rape and abuse 
victims by running emotional healing & life skills Workshops since 2003. 
She has done this in places like philadelphia school for the physically 
challenged (pretoria Gp), vaal university of technology (Gp), church's and 
youth clubs in the eastrand, Bloemfontein fS, vaal, pretoria, Kagiso, and foch 
ville-(nw), Swaziland. She was the head of performing arts called Impact 
foundation.  

after she went public concerning her rape ordeal and survival, the demand for 
the workshops and counseling increased, and she started counseling over the 
phone and holding the workshops in her house. these workshops are done in 
between her jobs as a freelance actress. 

Feature - Tinah Mnumzana 

feature cOver



this Bloemfontein born multi-talented, multi-lingual artist holds to her credits 
the fnb vita aWards nomination for the Best supporting actress as 
Dikeledi in Bessie head’s maru (1997).  In 1996 she won the fnB vIta 
awarDS for the best female performer at the dance kopano in 
Bloemfontein.  She also won the 1998/99 fnB vIta awarD for her role in 
aurthur molepo’s one hander…the Diary where she performed five characters. 
In 2005 she was nominated for the piers nicholson/ cobus rossouw awards 
in Bloemfontein. 
 
as a singer/ writer/translator/ Public sPeaker  
She released her single (cD) lenGOlO in 2016        
  In 2017 she released her debut album Shammah                     
 she is also a poet, playwright       
thaKGOha (2004) is her first Book. (anthology of Sesotho poetry) and many 
more  

awards/nominations  
fnB vita award- Best lead –the Diary fnB vita nomination- Best Support- 
maru fnB vita award- Best female performer (Dance)- Dance Kopano Bfn 
piers nicholson/ cobus rossouw nomination- pacofs white ribbon- women 
Demands Dignity award Jewish woman Of courage award- cape town 
Shoprite/checkers woman Of the year nominee 2007 
 
 
to you, what does it mean to be free? 
to be able to go on holiday without worrying about the costs 

message to my followers  
Do not compete or compare yourself with anyone, avoid traffic, avoid accident 
and stay in your lane. press towards your destiny, God has a purpose different 
for each one of us. 

catch mam flora on the river on 1 magic 8Pm weekdays



tap tO vISIt

sharemag BuSy cOrner

sharemag is looking at 
engaging with you our readers.

question 
when is it okay to date your ex-lover again? 

 
 #sharemag_busycorner followed by your answer 

let’s chat on facebook

ShareMag Busy Corner

https://www.facebook.com/mysharemag


all human beings are born to solve a problem. you are born to solve a 
problem, not to be part of the problem. your happiness and fulfilment in life 
will not come, until you release your inner ability to solve a problem. all 
successful people you can think of have one thing in common – the ability to 
solve a problem. If you study rich people and observe how they became rich, 
you will notice that they are paid because they have a solution to a problem.  
  
Success is nothing more than the ability to solve a problem. If you want to 
become successful, try to find answers to these 6 most Important Questions:  
  

What is one problem you are solving? 
Who has the problem? 
Why it is a problem? 
Where is this problem? 
When did you discover if it is a problem? 
hoW do u plan to solve the problem? 

  
what does Google, facebook, uber, Kfc, nandos, Shoprite, nedbank, DStv, 
mtn, Sun city, telkom, colgate, nike, Samsung, microsoft, virgin active, 
amazon have in common? they are Brands solving a problem. what does 
Oprah, nelson mandela, casper nyovest, pearl thusi, patrice motsepe, 
michael Jackson, cristiano ronaldo, rebecca malope, Black coffee, mark 
Zuckerberg, Basetsana Khumalo, Jeff Bezos, nomzamo mbatha have in 
common? these are people solving a problem.  
  
what is one problem you are solving? In 2019, what problem will you solve, 
and get paid for it? 

 ARE YOU SOLVING?

mzi mngoma
ceO of Born to Sell, Speaker, author, life coach

PROBLEM
WHAT

BuSIneSS

What problem are you solving

mailto:mzi@borntosell.co.za


HONESTY

honesty is an enemy of many; we lie to save ourselves or the ones we love. 

we love too much to even hide the truth with lies to accommodate the 

people we live around. Sometimes we hide our true feelings because we 

want to be accepted and build a friendly environment for ourselves.  

honesty starts by accepting your abilities and what you cannot do, as soon 

as you believe you can do everything that is where you fail, because you are 

not honest with yourself. Doctors can operate people and save their lives, 

but they can never operate a mortuary because it is not their field.  

accepting your strengths and weaknesses makes everything and everyone 

to live a happy life, no jealousy or high rate of competition. your friend can 

do something does not mean you can also do it; it is possible they are 

talented when it comes to that field and you are only doing it to pass time, 

sister/ brother be honest with yourself. 

honesty will save you even when the situation is impossible, it will help you 

build a good relationship with the people you are working with and those 

you still going to work with in future. It does not matter who you hurt in the 

process, you should never lie for any reason, lying today will make you to lie 

even more tomorrow because you must cover what you said today.              

Be on the safe side and keep it real, accept that you can do a and B then 

leave c to those who can do it. honesty can take you far in life not just 

build your career but build you as a person. 

Honesty



this principle is based on hippocrates' view that, "... the natural healing force within 

us is the greatest force in getting well." natural healing ideally takes place when the 

human body organs are detoxed and enhanced by eating wholesome organic foods 

and nutritional supplements. In addition to this, the individual should also exercise, 

get enough rest and manage stress. the natural health approach thus empowers 

individuals to take charge of their personal health using simple and inexpensive 

methods of preventing illness and enhancing the function of body organs. 

Great emphasis is placed on identifying and eliminating conditions that give rise to 

ill-health. natural health practitioners believe that the most devastating cause of ill-

health is ignorance of underlying causes of disease. they believe that by eliminating 

toxins from our diet, homes and environment and adopting organic options, optimum 

health can be achieved. It is worth noting that Scientific research, in response to the 

growing demand for organic natural ways of healing, had over the years refined the 

natural healing practice. as such, natural health is used nowadays alongside 

conventional medicine.

natural health basically deals with lifestyle diseases. It does not seek to treat 

infectious diseases or any serious medical emergencies. the goal is to help 

individuals make healthy lifestyle choices inorder to promote optimum personal 

health.

natural health is a holistic healing practice 
that uses natural vegetation (herbs, grass, 

mushrooms), mineral salts, aquatic and 
terrestrial organisms with high nutritional 

value as well as cosmetic and medicinal 
properties to help the body heal itself and 
prevent disease. the mind, body, emotions 
and the individual's environment are taken 

into consideration during the natural healing 
process. natural health fundamentally relies 

on the body's inborn curative powers.

natural health

By philani Sithole

Naturnal Health

mailto:Sitholephilani456@gmail.com


EXERCISE IS IMPORTANT FOR WOMEN
REASONS WHY

Fitness 
Women’s exercise

reduce stress exercise can help you not to think too 
much as it helps your body to stay light and active. 

reduce high rate of dePression helps you to be 
mentally free from any depressive thoughts 

it decreases your osteoPorosis risk exercise 
can play a major role in your life as it also protects you 
from falling and keeps your bones strong. 

 helPs to imProve your sex life if you are always 
exercising and your body is active this may mean good 
results in bed, you will not get tired sooner than expected  

helPs to Prevent muscle loss as we are getting 
older our muscles break down quickly than expected so 
maintaining by exercising can be good help 

imProves digestion if every time you are known to 
eat and sleep, which alone does not help your digestive 
system to move the food very well. 

helPs to imProve work Productivity exercising 
every morning before going to work gives you strength on 
starting your day. 



better quality of life- exercising daily can help improve your lifestyle 

and help with the everyday tension caused by work and home 

lowers risk of getting cancer- it is therefore proven that as men 

age, if they are physically fit that lowers the risk of getting cancer.  

lowers risk of death from diabetes- if you keep exercising you 

are decreasing your chances of sleeping and not waking up due to many 

diseases and diabetes included. 

longer life – exercising daily increases your chances of living longer 

because your body is always active, and obesity will not be your friend. 

reduce stress- helps with being intense and always thinking about what 

and how you will overcome certain situations. 

helPs to imProve your sex life- men who are physically fit are 

known to be beasts in bed. 

helPs to imProve work Productivity- a day started well will end 

well; your mind and body will function very well also. 

why exercISe IS ImpOrtant fOr men 

reasons

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

health matters

Reasons for men to exercise



to be heard  

to be believed and supported  

to say no to sex  

to find my voice and use it when I am ready 

to be called a survivor not crazy 

I have a right not to be shamed and be bullied to keeping quiet when I 

am victimized  

I have a right to cry to those I love when I feel emotionally disturbed 

I have a right to be sad, happy, angry without being said to be moody 

I have a right to my space without said to be seeking attention 

I have a right to love and hate who I choose in life without being 

asked to explain anything 

my rights as a woman

I am a human first before my gender, race and age. I understand that with rights 
comes responsiblities. I also know that I have to respect other people’s rights 
and I expect the same from them.

My rights as a woman



My rights as a man

I HAVE 
RIGHTS 
AS A MAN

• to be heard and listened to 

• to be supported by my woman 

• to say no to sex without being accused of 
cheating 

• to report any physical assault without 
being laughed at  

• to be called a hero without saying it is my 
job as man 

• i have a right not to be ashamed of 
coming out to the world that i am gay 

• I have a right to cry and break down when 
I feel hurt 

• i have a right to be respected as a man 
whether i earn less than my woman 

• I have a right to change my mind about 
who ever I want to marry 

• i have a right to say no and take a 
stand to being bullied by a woman with 
biased opinions from the public

more often than not men as seen as superior 
beings, emotionally disconnected and 
untouchable. If we talk human rights, that 
includes men, women and children. Society 
focuses on the rights of women and children 
and shadows those of men. men are human 
beings and have rights, 

#MyRights

#HumanRights



banele Mngqi
Tech Enthusiast

With 5G around the corner and an estimation of over 7 billion Internet 
of Things devices by the year 2020, it is no surprise that security and 

privacy is big business. You will be shocked to learn how much 
information your service providers collect about you. Why is end-to-

end encryption such a big deal? For those who don’t know, end-to-end 
encryption ensures that your messages are only understood by you 

and the receipt and foreign to anyone else, let’s dive into it.

not so long ago, if you received an email from your cousin informing you that 

his/her dog died, suddenly you would see a lot of ads about dogs. wait, who said I 

wanted a dog? well what happened was, bots scan your email messages and 

picks up key words like ‘dogs’ in this case. your ip address is then tagged and 

whenever you visit websites that have advertising scripts, dog adverts will 

surface. It is not only emails, but browsing history, web activity and chats. So 

whatsapp’s encryption essentially says, hey we will give you and the person you 

are chatting with keys and these keys allow only you to see the contents of the 

messages, no human or bot. you have the right to privacy and the same should be 

true online and regulation policies should be in place. happy human rights Day

PRIVACY
DOES IT BOTHER YOU THAT COMPANIES SEEM TO 

KNOW MORE ABOUT YOU THAN YOURSELF?

“Mesages to this chat and calls are now secured with 
end-to-to encryption.”

Digital Privacy

https://twitter.com/LyricBanele
https://www.instagram.com/lyricbanele/
https://www.facebook.com/banele


AVOID UNWANTED 
PREGNANCIES

  

male condoms - these are easy to use and are cheap affordable also can be 

found free at governmental clinics. they offer the best protection 

female condoms - these does not differ much from male condoms because 

they have one vision but can be little bit expensive 

the Pill - this needs to be taken every day as prescribed, but it only prevents 

pregnancy  

contracePtive injection - this is an old method, it comes in different types 

and can be good as it is 99% accurate when it comes to preventing pregnancy 

however it also doesn’t protect you from StIs  

sterilization - this is for males and is known as vasectomy, it consists of tying 

off your cubes that carry sperm however it does not protect StIs  

natural family Planning - this goes with knowing your menstrual cycle, 

meaning you must avoid having sex at the time you are fertile 

vaginal ring - this is a small invisible plastic ring that is inserted in the vagina, 

you keep it for three weeks and remove during your period and replace with a new 

one after.  

contracePtive imPlant - It is another option if you are looking for a long-

term protection, although it needs you to use condoms to protect yourself from StIs 

Avoid Unwanted Pregnancies



what is or who is via volcano? 

via volcano was founded in 1994, by william mbambo and Simphiwe mathebula. 

through sheer determination, passion and commitment to dance. we have 

maintained our status as leaders in the pantsula dance environment.

  

what are your biggest achievements? 

we continue to perform pantsula across south africa and around the world 

serving as marvelous South african ambassadors. this team of spectacular 

choreographers and dancers hails from mogale city,Kagiso in the westrand. for 

over 10 years we have shown our passion for arts and culture through pantsula 

dance and other artistic activities,which has made us travel and rom the world in 

countries like china,amsterdam and the uK to name a few and taking part in the 

afrovibes festival.

 

what do you aim to achieve with this event and who do you 

target?  

through working with youngsters in the townships,via volcano pantsulas has 

seen the importance of arts and culture in the lives of young people living in and 

around  the westrand, and it's for that reason that we have started this project 

that will help the young people who cannot access some of the knowledge of 

dance that they cannot gain in their communities. 

B I G G e r a n D B e t t e r

amaPantsula festival

Via Volcano 



when was the festival established and how? 

Jive 9 nine was established in 2012 by via volcano where by it started as a 

dance competition, our first approach for Jive 9 nine was to create jobs through 

arts and culture and to upgrade the standard of arts and culture in communities. 

Jive 9 nine was first attended by four groups and has since revolved to host 35 

groups. we then realised we can turn the wheel around to make it amapantsula 

Street festival were all pantsulas around the country could gather together to 

showcase their best pantsula stories on one platform. 

 

on the festival you will witness different kind of Pantsula 

costumes,lingo,storytelling,dance moves etc. this will be the 8th annual Jive 9 

nine where we will be celebrating pantsula get-together,Imbizo and many more. 

this pantsula movement has been funded by the national arts council of south 

africa. this year we have legends who will be giving motivational talks and 

performances during the festival programme. the festival will be having 5 female 

groups who will be performing, this is to show that the pantsula culture has 

evolved and breaking the stereotypes. 

 

the event is scheduled as follows: 

23rd march 2019,11h00 till 17h00 @ Kagiso2, JoshuaDoore,via volcano 

home,next to madiba high School, tickets are r20. 

Performances by via vyndals pantsulas, vap Queens, Skhanda Queens, red 

carpet, Gomora future stars, Black Diamond, via Duduza, Soweto Skeleton and 

many more. 

celebrating the pantsula culture. tjovitjo! 

pantsula Dance is an instrumental not just in townships but in the history of our 

african culture in South africa and Dance. there are several misrepresentations 

regarding pantsula and what it is. however, via volcano has proven the power 

and positive attributes of this dance form in the community and virtue of its 

long-standing performance history and the interest expressed for the group's 

work internationally. from this interest we felt it necessary to share the positive 

influence pantsula Dance had in the society. 

onteng ncube 
@teezywrites 

https://twitter.com/Teezywrites


a lot of us are subjected to the old way of thinking, being raised in a society 
that forces you to conform to finishing school, getting a degree and looking for 
a job. you would stay in that job for 40 years, retire, get your package and that 
would be when you get to live your life with no time constraints. however, 
there is a catch to it, your financial needs would have increased with the 
standard of living and you are now cutting down on luxuries, e.g. moving to a 
smaller residence, or getting a smaller car. essentially, you are living on half of 
what you were earning while you were employed. 

Sadly, because we are creatures of habit, this was the foundation of our 
mindsets growing up, it was the only way we knew how to survive, the only 
option we were exposed to. for decades, we have been stuck in this way of 
living while some of the first world countries have moved to a new era that we 
are yet to experience as South africans. a very small amount of people has 
tapped into it and it hasn’t been fully explored with regards to what it can do 
for our country/economy. 

many countries are exercising working online and making a significant income 
from working in the comfort of your own home as a norm. It’s a foreign 
language to us because we haven’t been exposed to it on a vast scale. Since 
only a small number of us have experienced such, it becomes difficult to 
expand the idea/lifestyle to other people because we have been programmed 
to a certain way of living. like the saying goes, majority rules, and until 
majority realizes the power of working online, it will stay as dormant as is. 

of the 
evolution 

mindset
nomsa zakwe

Evolution of the Mindset

https://www.facebook.com/nomsaz


another exciting path that is growing rapidly, is entrepreneurship. this includes 
everyone who comes up with an idea to make income without having an 
employer. from selling vegetables on the street corner to new inventions. 
these people can break away from poverty without having to experience an air-
conditioned office. 

Growing into one of these paths takes consistency, it starts with informing 
ourselves on what options are available and comparing which ones are more 
beneficial than the other. Get into the habit of researching, reading 
books/articles about the new economy. change the mindset of wanting 
someone to come rescue you. It’s time we made a difference with the new 
generation; our children can’t experience the same life as our ancestors. we 
would have robbed them of so many possibilities if we stuck to the old way of 
doing things. 

you can read these books for a fresh approach to your way of thinking: rich 
Dad, poor Dad by robert Kiyosaki (I’m sure you have heard of that one) and 
turn your monthly expenses into monthly Income by a South african author, 
wandi Goliath. 
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Desperate partners  
• calling him hubby after one 

week of dating 

• ready to move in with him after 
a week of dating  

• Offers to give him money all the 
time 

• wearing a new outfit every time 
meeting him 

• commenting on his facebook 
pictures after a week of dating 

• Start talking to his friends right 
away 

• cleaning after him on the first 
date 

• telling him that he is the first 
boyfriend she ever loved. 

• She is the best thing that ever 
happened to him 

• calls her “mamengane zam” 
after the first date 

• asking for her bank account the 
first-time meeting. 

• asking to meet her family after 
a week of dating 

• making her, his profile picture 
in every social network after 
the first date 

• asking her to dump her ex- 
boyfriend after the first date  

• talking bad about her friends  

• always available 

SPOTTING
DeSperate partnerS

MENWOMEN Spotting Desperate Partners



WE BROUGHT YOU 
SHAREMAG, 21+ NOW HERE IS 

SOMETHING FOR THE TEENS

SpiceTeens Annoucement



Oskido?!... hang on a second, it’s not what you think. 

It’s the 91st academy awards, popularly known as the oscar awards. let’s 

talk about them. Shall we? 

first things first, shout to the lady, anele mdoda for being mnet’s 

correspondent and hosting the red-carpet event.   

relax, I’m not going to bore you with all the glitz and glamour of what 

happened on the red-carpet. no. Because I, myself, don’t even know what 

really went down. 

what I know though, is what happened during the ceremony. for starters, a lot 

of movies and actors scooped some well-deserved awards. and believe me you, 

if you weren’t there, history was made on that night of february the 24th, 

2019, at the Dolby theatre hollywood, los angeles, california; three weeks 

ago. 

Boy I love how I just made that sound like I was there. 

talking about history and touching on the little that I feel is more important, 

spike lee scooped his first ever Oscar award for his directing of the film 

blackkklansman, after being in the film industry for over three decades. 

Somebody please give that man a Bells; that’s an inspiring story right there. - 

never GIve up!! “ungaphel’umoya sanni”. 

Panchello gasela
 authOr   wrIter   fIlm maKer

OSKIDO

entertaInment

Oskido - The Oscars

https://www.facebook.com/panchellogasela
https://twitter.com/PanchelloGasela
https://www.instagram.com/panchy_gasela/


furthermore; 

the critically acclaimed black panther scooped three awards out of six 

nominations that night. word on air has it that a lot of academics weren’t 

pleased with that. why? well that’s a story for another day.  and besides, who 

cares? waKanDa fOrever! 

lady Gaga, although nominated for best actress for her first ever lead role in 

the major motion picture-a star is born, did not win. Instead, she scooped one 

for composing the theme song thereof. 

and not forgetting rami malek for his first ever nomination and Oscar win for 

best actor for his lead role in Bohemian rhapsody.  

Speaking of first ever nominations and first ever wins, the talented and multi-

skilled regina king, scooped one for best supporting lead, for her role in if 

beale street could talk. 

last but certainly not the least:  

ngizothanda ukubongela igenerations the legacy ngalo mklomelo we-Best 

Soapie abawutholile,  

#abelungu_abayazi_uba_ndiyaxoka…. Shout out to trevor noah.  

DrInK reSpOnSIBly

don’t be a statistic



Maskandi Queen

thiza mathe born in magobe, KwaZulu natal. She recently released her first 
album titled amabheka (referring to lobola). the album teaches people about 
the traditions of Zulu. I grew up listening to Khansela Bhekumuzi luthuli that is 
when I decided I wanted to continue with music.  I joined Juluka group when I 
was still very young, every time they performed in rural areas, I made sure I 
was part of them. they then left and my family did not allow me to leave with 
them, so I was left behind working on my dream.

It has not been easy changing my dream into reality as there are no resources 
in the rural areas; you find others don’t support this kind of music. I worked 
with many artists before releasing my own album. while in Durban I joined 
ntomb’emhlphe and amawele group where I sang and danced with them.

I then relocated to Johannesburg seeking more opportunities in the music 
industry that is when I joined maskandi artist Khansela in 2000. I also worked 
with abafana baka mahawukela , Izintombi zikamahawukela and amatshitshi 
amhlophe.

I love music but no one ever trusted me to give me a microphone, not having a 
mentor also made things hard for me. But now that I recently released 
amabheka that consists of 10 tracks, I am hoping people will support me and 
buy my music. 

 

UpCoMinG taLent……   
Entertainment - Thiza Mathe

thiza mathe 
Facebook: thiza mathe
twitter: @thizamathe
Instagram: @thizamathe



Advert

thandophobia

advert

Clothing Line

 Contact: ncynah Mahudu

076644254 Ncynah-makie thandophobia/emoji 
swag tembisa rock 

https://wa.me/2776644254?text=Thandophobia Clothing Line
https://www.facebook.com/emojiswagtembisa
https://www.instagram.com/ncynah_makie/


Side Chick

SIDE CHICKS

Being a side-chick is painful, or is it now? It certainly depends on what you get out 

of the contract. If money is what you’re after then anything else doesn’t matter. If 

sex, love or companionship you seek, you will almost certainly experience 

frustration and let us face it, being a side dish is exactly that, side dish.

• you are not official - he is your friend

• you can never call him after 8pm 

• you never know if you are safe to talk to him so when you call, you be 

like “sir when can I bring the file” 

• you can’t go to his place unannounced

• he sometimes says “viva comrade” before he drops your call 

• not being able to see him whenever you want 

• you can never comment on his social media posts  

• Public spaces are not for you.  

• you are always on the look out of his girlfriend or wife calling you  

• just when you thought he will leave his girlfriend for you, he 

says, this isn't working out. later 



Our First Night

 first 

nervous
about the 

night

is it Wrong to have sex on your first night together? 

Depending on how you feel about it, but I would not condone meeting a person 

and having sex with them on the same day however it differs when you guys have 

been chatting for some time, so you are now meeting up to secure the 

relationship.  

What if she/he asks for us not to use a condom? 

pack your things and leave, remember you guys do not know each other to that 

extent. forget about pregnancy what about diseases  

does size matter? 

to other people it does, but others say if he can use it well then it does not 

matter how small or big it is. 

is foreplay important? 

Oh yes momy it is important, you cannot just have sex without you being on the 

right mood, he must touch and make sure your vagina is not dry. 

hoW long should one round last? 

that is not important, just give your all and enjoy.



 

after hoW many rounds should i really say, he does not satisfy 

me? 

let the first-round pass because it is possible, he is still nervous, the second one 

should be better than the first and if the third one is still the same, I doubt it will 

ever be better.     

What if i ask him for one more round? 

If he judges you or says no, he is not willing to satisfy your needs, he only wants 

you to please him. 
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long live the arum lily! It's so classy, impressive and elegant. this beautiful 

bloom has its scientific name “Zantedeschia”, casually known as the arum lily. It 

comes in bright and bold colours like pink, yellow, orange and the obvious 

whites. these blooms last and last when properly treated. whether you choose 

to bless your garden with this perennial, or keep it indoors in a pot, or even as 

fresh cuts in a vase, trust me you will not be disappointed. 

caring for these blooms is just as easy. Simply cut the bottom of the stem 2cm 

diagonally and change the vase water every two days. with the right amount of 

flower food, you are guaranteed a week or two of just disgustingly amazing 

elegance in a room. Interior me this, interior me that? Black mattes and golds 

are trending this year. yes you will thank me later for such brilliant interior 

advice (haha)... carefully place a bold orange or yellow lily in a wooden vase for a 

pop of colour and texture on a black surface or put a white lily in a black vase on 

a gold or wooden surface and see how it works miracles. now be the talk of the 

town with your brilliantly plant-scalped home.  

yours boomingly! 

phumzi 

Phumzile nala
 phumzi’s pretty petals

Bloom of the Month

https://www.facebook.com/phumzisprettypetals/
https://www.instagram.com/phumzisprettypetals/


WHY USE A 
TRAVEL AGENT

with the dozens of online travel sites and the ability to book directly with almost 
any airline, hotel or other travel service, it would seem that travel agents might 
go the way of the dinosaurs. however, reports suggest that travel agents sell 85 
percent of all cruises and 70 percent of all packages and tours. agents are still in 
demand, and offer plenty of benefits when you are booking your holiday.  

Sometimes, spending hours on the 
computer searching for the best 
travel deals gets you results and other 
times, it just leads to frustration. 
when you work with a travel agent, 
she does that legwork, searching out 
the travel options that best meet your 
needs and budget. In most cases, 
travel agents have access to 
information about rates and routes 
that the average consumer might not 
have, saving you time and money. 
using a travel agent can also help you 
score a great deal on a package or 
promotion. agents generally receive 
information and access to promotions 
from hotels, cruise lines and other 
travel providers that aren't available 
to the general public.  

time and money savings

you're en route to a cape town when 
a storm Johannesburg delays your 
flight. If you booked your travel 
through an agent, you can call him to 
get assistance with rebooking your 
travel arrangements. when you book 
through an online travel site, you 
might not be able to get that level of 
personalized attention, or you could 
have trouble finding someone who can 
help you get where you need to be. If 
something goes wrong when you 
arrive at your destination, such as 
your room is unacceptable or the 
transportation to the resort never 
shows up, your travel agent can 
usually resolve those problems.  

travel assistance  

buyiswa tyawa
travel advisor

Why use a travel agent

mailto:info@bespoketourism.co.za


travel 
recommendations
perhaps you've always wanted to take 
a cruise, but you're not sure which 
cruise line is best for you or where 
you want to go. maybe you want to 
take the kids to Sun city, but you're 
having trouble navigating the endless 
array of ticket and package options. a 
travel agent can help. many travel 
agents specialize in a particular type 
of travel, such as cruises and are able 
to make recommendations and help 
you plan a trip that meets your needs 
and budget. their inside knowledge 
helps you avoid wasting time and 
money on the things you're not 
interested in, and lets you focus 
instead on taking the trip.  

Perks
travel agents who book a high volume 
of trips often have access to perks 
that you might not be able to get on 
your own. whether it's a room 
upgrade, a fee waiver or even 
reservations at a hot resort or on a 
popular tour, travel agents often add 
perks into your vacation plan. If you 
are planning a trip for a special 
occasion, such as a marriage 
proposal, a travel agent has access to 
the resources and people who can 
help you plan the perfect event.  
next time you are looking to take a 
break, allow the experts to deliver a 
seamless service and create a 
memorable holiday experience for you 
and your loved ones.  

subscribe

taP to

do you love 
sharemag?

subscribe for 
free
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hi mzansi!!! 
this time I’m not going to be funny, domestic violence is now sky high and it’s not 
funny! 

after watching the video several times, I think it’s safe to say that mampintsha can 
fly! he travelled in a speed of light to reach Babes wodumo and gave her 
“impokompoko” 

But then, what if she called him “Sdudla mafehlefehle”? Or maybe she called him 
“Steteleku”? whatever the reason, it was not the right decision for mr westInk to 
give Babes those gigantic claps! I must say though, he’s one “romantic” guy. after 
giving hitting her, he saw the need of fixing the bed… how romantic is that huh? 

I’d be cruel if I do not mention mampintsha’s court appearance! he came in having 
that thing, whatever you call it on his right foot, and I was like “manje? 
leshandisi?” we all know journalists, right? yeah right, they interviewed him, 
boom!!! Babes has hurt him… and I’m like “aybo, mr westInk! when did she (Babes) 
hurt you?” I’m sure you guys can attest to this, mpintsho’s speed to Babes 
wodumo doesn’t suggest that he was hurt, even after clapping her he was walking 
fine. perhaps it was after, probably Babes appealed for a rematch asazi! If I was 
luyanda potwana I’d ask Babes wodumo this famous question “Yintoni eyaku 
attract(er) pha ku mampintsha?” 

asiyivale kanje, gents nani bo mo’gurl, if the relationship is toxic please 
leave. do not stay because you love him/her or because nibuya kude or 
maybe you want to count anniversaries! ay maarn, uzomthola omunye!!! 

#noexcuse, #saynotogbv, #breakthesilence 
 

mzwandile thecomedian mangweni 
0798099972 
mzwa4sho@gmail.com 

Listen
to our podcasts on soundcloud
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BIZHUNT

BIZHUNT
THE VEHICLE FOR SMALL BUSINESSES

BIZHUNT is a digital network that brings black business owners comprehensive 

solutions on how best to use technology to serve their businesses. 

WHAT WE OFFER?

BUSINESS CLASS EMAILS WEEKLY NEWSLETTERS DIGITAL TRAINING

Podcasts | Video |  Manuals(you@yourbusiness.co.za)

WORKSHOP | SEMINARS BIZHUNT MAGAZINE

Discounted AdvertisingDiscounted Entry to renowned 

speakers and experts workshops

COST?

R100 joining fee and R65 monthly

LAUNCHING

16
FEBRUARY

2 0 1 9

Bizhunt Advert
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 bandile roro

Ole’ unbeaten run routed by PSG 

the script could have been written better for a man who rejuvenated the red 

Devils and brought back ‘’hOpe” to Old trafford. Ole Gunnar Solskjaer, 

appointed on interim basis, after the sacking of Jose mourhinho, tasted defeat 

for the first time after his 11 game unbeaten run in charge of man u. upon his 

arrival, the former man u striker turned things around, which saw him winning 

a total of 10 games, with a single draw. however it was a bitter-sweet-

symphony as the norwegian mentor was beaten by french giants, pSG in their 

last 16 uefa champions league encounter.

 

manchester united and pSG were drawn against each other for the last 16 

contest that will see two giants of european football competing for the 

quarter-final spot. Ole was not pleased with the defeat, but admitted in a post-

match interview that united lacked the cutting edge needed to take a home 

win against the french outfit.

Bandile - Football Universe



 

pundits and experts thought this encounter had an edge of advantage for the 

premier league giants, as they were playing at home against an ailing pSG 

ruptured by the absence of Brazilian superstar neymar and talisman edison 

cavani. Kylian mbappe was, indeed entrusted with huge responsibility to fill the 

void left by his teammates.

In an upsetting turn of events, man u winger, Jesse lingard was forced to leave 

the match after succumbing to an injury in a 41th minute, and was replaced by 

Sanchez. while injuries on the pitch are common, united was left with a low 

capacity of change that affected their tactical-substitution.

pSG’ presnel Kimpembe broke the deadlock in the 52nd of the second half from 

a corner kick by Di maria. things went sour for the red Devils as pSG changed 

the complexion of the game by increasing their level of attack and leaving the 

man u defence working tirelessly to stop the offensiveness that was lashed by 

the opponents.

Seven minutes later, world cup winner, Kylan mbappe broke the hearts of the 

fans by putting the game to bed with a 59th strike assisted by Bernard. One 

would wonder what could have happen if neymar and cavani were available for 

selection. the 45 year old lost his first match since in charge of the side, from 

an opposition of decent order. nonetheless, man united fans would still show 

faith to their manager as he still remain unbeaten in the domestic premier 

league. a difficult task awaits for Ole, as he will face the return leg in paris, 

with 2 goal-deficit. It will certainly be a hard task to climb as united have to 

face the parisians without star player paul pogba, who was red-carded in a 

85th minute after causing a cynical foul to Dani alves.

an underwhelming performance from the red Devils saw them lose for the first 

time in Ole’ tenure and end his 11 unbeaten run. the return leg is set to take 

place on the 6th of march in paris.
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1. I thank God for your life, may he continue to love and bless you with 
many more years to come. I love you.

From: LIPHA MAVATHULANA    to: NOLUSINDISO MAVATHULANA 

I just want to let you know that i love and appreciate you

From: ZIKHONA TUKUSHE    to: LATHISWA HASHIBI 
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hottest gigs, shows, 
festivals and more

er comedy what what 

30th march 2019,20h00 

ZK matthews Great hall unISa pta 

Book @ computicket

072 660 8305 

ed sheeran- mega Bus park and ride 

23rd march 2019  |  fnB Stadium JhB 
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cisco de sol ep launch 

30th march 2019,17h00    

cappello, Ghandi Square, JhB 

011 492 2559 
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